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MEMORANDUM FOR: B. J. Youngblood, Chief
i Licensing Branch #1 i

; Division of Licensing

FROM: K. L. Kiper, Project lianager
. Licensing Branch #1 '

j Division of Licensing

{ SUBJECT: FORTHCOMING IEETING WITli C0f1M0lMEALTH EDIS0N C0t'PANY
BYRON

'

3

.i

I.
DATE & TIME: Detober 15, 1981, Thursday

8:00 A.M.
:

i LOCATION: Westinghouse Offices
j 4901 Fairmont Avenue

Bethesda, Maryland:

,
PURPOSE: To discuss responses to Power Systems Branch questions

; (attached as Enclosure 1) and to conduct a drawing review.

PARTICIPANTS: NRC -
4

K. Kiper,

N. Trehan-

M. Srinivasan
i R. Gianiina
'

CEC
4

i T. Tranin, et al
. Original nigned b} :

; Dnneth L. gipp .

Venneth L. Kiper, Project Manager;

i Licensing Branch #1
Division of Licensing

Enclosure:2

.' As stated,
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See next page
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Mr. Louis 0. Del George
Director of Nuclear Licensing
Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

ccs:
Mr. William Kortier Mr. Edward R. Crass
Atomic Power Distribution Nuclear Safeguards and Licensing Division
Westinghouse Electric Corporation Sargent & Lundy Engineers
P. O. Box 355 55 East Monroe Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 Chicago, Illinois 60603

Paul M. Murphy, Esq. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region III
Isham, Lincoln & Beale Office of Inspection and Enforcement
One First National Plaza 799 Roosevelt Road
42nd Floor Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
Chicago, Illinois 60603

Myron Cherry, Esq.
Mrs. Phillip B. Johnsen Cherry, Flynn and Kanter
1907 Stratford Lane 1 IBM Plaza, Suite 4501
Rockford, Illinois 61107 Chicago, Illinois 60611

Professor Axel Meyer U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Deoartment of Physics ~

Resident Inspectors Office
Northern Illinois University 4448 German Church Road
DeKalb, Illinois 60115 Byron, IL 61010

C. Allen Bock, Esq.
P. O. Box 342 -

Urbanan, Illinois 61801

Thomas J. Gordon, Esq.
Waaler, Evans & Gordon
2503 S. Neil
Champaign, Illinois 61820

Ms. Bridget Little Rorem
Appleseed Coordinator
117 North Linden Street
Essex, Illinois 60935

Kenneth F. Levin, Esq.
Beatty, Levin, Holland,

Basofin & Sa"sany
11 South LaSalle Street
Suite 2200
Chicago, Illinois 60603
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ENCLOSURE 1.

POWER SYSTEMS BRANCH QUESTIONS
BYRON /BRAIDWOOD

040.162 Your response to Q040.12 on ''e motor operated valves requiring power
(8.1)

lockout is not complete. Subsection 8.1.10 of the FSAR does not describe

how the power to the M0Vs is disconnected. Provide this, informaticn.

The acceptable method to ensure that electrically operated valves will

not by themselves, spuriously move for any operating or postulated

plant condition is to have the motive power locked out (circuit breaker

rackedout). However the electrical schematics provided show that the

power to the M0Vs is disconnected on receipt of a safety injection
' signal. This is not in accordance with BTP EICSB 18 PSB and, therefore,

not acceptable. Clarify this discrepancy.

040.163 The responses to Q040.8 is incomplete. Describe the procedures to be
(8.2)

followed, when temporary jumpers are installed, that will ensure removal

of jumpers after the testing procedures is completed.,

040.164 You state in Section 8.3.1.1 that automatic transfer of each non-Class
(8.3)

1E 6900 V or 4160 V switchgear from the UAT to SAT is provided upon a

loss of power from the UAT or vice versa. Provide a detailed description

of the transfer schemes including test interval.

040.165 Your response to Q040.13 is nat complete. You do not describe how you
(8.3)

will test the penetration primary and backup protective devices. Also,

provide the test interval.

040.166 We have not received the qualification test reports for the containment
(8.3)

electrical penetrations assemblies requested iq Q040.14. Provide this

information.

.- . - . . - -- -- -
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040.167 The response to question 040.62 omitted the essential parts of the
(8.3)

question.

1) Provide a tabulation of each Class lE system required to bring the

plant to a safe cold shutdown.

2) P ovide the cable routing locations for the power, control, and

instrumentation cables for each system. (This is best accomplished

withadrawingorasketch)

040.168 Provide a complete description of the load sequencer that is used to
(8.3)

connect the ESF loads to the emergency buses when power is being

supplied from the diesel generator after a loss of offsite power.

Also provide a description of how the load sequencer adds loads to

the emergency bus after a LOCA and offsite power is available. The

description should include details of how loads are shed and buses

are isolated. Discuss the conditions required to connect the diesel

generator to the emergency bus and how the ESF loads are connected

to the emergency bus by the load sequencer.

040.169 Concerning the emergency load sequencers which are associated with
(8.3)

the offsite and onsite power sources we require that you either

provide a separate sequencerfor offsite and onsite power (per

electrical division) or a detailed analysis to demonstrate that

there are no credible sneak circuits or common failure modes in

the sequencer design that could render both onsite and offsite
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power sources unavailable. In addition provide infonr.ation concerning

i the reliability of your sequencer and. reference design detailed drawings.
!

i

!
,

,

~

; 040.170 The responst to 040.70 attempts to justify sharing of the dc systems
i (8.3)

of Units 1 and 2, which is not permitted by Regulatory Guide 1.81,

with the statement, "The " provision of the interconnection of the power
.

: i

j . supplies increases the overall reliability of the de system since l

!

power could be obtained from the non-redundant de bus of the other

: unit if necessary." As noted in the FSAR, administra.tive controls
i

are the only restrictions provided to prevent the interconnection of'

i

,dc bus 111 (112) of Unit 1 to dc bus 211 (212) of Unit 2.i

.

The staff believes that any design having interconnections between

Class 1E batteries in a multi unit plant will affect the reliability'

-

,

: and availability of DC power to both units. Therefore, the applicant

is required to meet the staff position,1.e., "DC Systems in multi unit
! -

| nuclear power plants should not be shared" as per R.G.1.81 position

C.l.

i

i

f

4
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d40.171 The response to question 040.65 refers to Mr. H. K. Stolt's letter of
(8.3.1)

December 7,1976 which argues against identification of cables by

I marking every five feet which was a proposed modification for IEEE

Standard 384-1974. Stolt argues that (1) there is no technical or-

safety related basis for requiring the cable to be marked in the

fashion described, (2) marking the cable does not justify the costs,

and (3) coloring the cablo jacket could degrade the quality of the

cable. -

Stolt mentions the negative aspects of cable identification without

offering any alternative method of cable marking to facilitate visual

verification that the cable installation is in conformance with

separation criteria.

-

The FSAR proposes to identify cables with a unique number of color- .

coded tags at each terminating point inside electrical equipment and

in all intervening manholes, cable rooms, pull boxes, etc. This

system of identification will leave many thousand feet of unmarked4

black-jacketed safety related cable installed in cable trays throughout

the plants, and it w'' be extremely difficult to verify that| adequate
.

separation is maintained between redundant discussed cables.

The proposed method of cable identificationis not an acceptable

alternative to the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.75. The applicant

should review his proposed means of cable identification and submit a

method of cable marking that will aid ready visual verification that the

cable installation is in confomance with separation criteria.

.. _

- -- ._ -- - .
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040.172 In the response to 9040.93, paragraph 2 states th:t surveillance
(8.3.1)

testing meets requirements of applicable NRC guides. However, the

testing procedures specified for the diesel generator in the achnical

Specification subparagraph 4.8.1.1.2.c are not in agreement with the-

. ,

requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.108 positions C.2.a.1, C.2.a.2,
'

C.2.a.3, C.2.a.4, C.2.a.5, and C.2.a.6. Correct the tech specs to

conform to the above.

040.173 The response to Q040.69 is incomplete. Provide the ampere-hour ratir.g ,
(8.3.2)

of each 125V dc battery and the KVA output rating of the battery

charger.

040.174 The FSAR does not provide the time interval for the diesel generator
(8.3)

to attain rated voltage and frequency, and ready to accept load. Provide

this information. Also describe the conditions which will initiate

automatic starting of the onsite diesel generators.

040.175 Your response to Q040.6 reflects a misunderstanding of the question.
(8.3)

The purpose of the Q040.6 was to require that one alarm be provided

to explicitly indicate conditions such that a diesel generator is

incapable of responding to an automatic emergency start signal. As

outlined, you should separate the alarms so that there is a dedicated

alarm for the conditions that render a diesel incapable of responding

to an automatic start signal. Some of the examples are,as follows:
o

a) Diesel generator breaker feeding to the ESF bus is race.ed out.
~

,

A y-

s

-- --
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b) Diesel generator is started locally for test or maintenance and

_
the operator forgets to return the control to the control room

afterthe activity is completed.

.

c) Failure of DC control power supply to the diesel generator breaker,

d) failure of the control power supply to the start air train circuits.

e) After testing the diesel generator, the operator forgets to reset

the exciter pushbutton.

You may have more than the conditions as mentioned above which would

render a diesel genettor incapable cf responding to an automatic

emergency start signal.

.

We require that you provide a list of all these conditions and that

your design comply with' Regulatory Guide 1,47 " Bypassed and Inoperable

Status Indication for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems."

040.176 Your response to Q040.5 is not sufficient to allow a fully independent
(8.3)

review of this aspect of.your design. Lia require that the adeo"acy

of station electric distribution system voltages should meet the

following criteria. -

4

-
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A, BACKGROUND

Events at the Millstone station havt shown that adverse effects on the

Class 1E loads can be caused by sustained low grid voltage conditjons

when the Class lE buses are connected to offsite power. These low voltage

conditions will not be detected by the loss of voltage relays (loss of off-

site power) whose low voltage pickup setting is generally in the range of
,

.7.per unit voltage or less.

'The above events also demonstrated that 4 proper voltage protection logic.

3 can itself cause adverec ef2ts on the D > ,2 lE systems and equipment

'such as spurious load shedding ci dahs lE loads from the standby diesel
.

> genersi.CI5 66d sputious separation of Class IE systems from offsite power

- due to'nomi motor starting transients.
.

-s

'

A more recent event ; Arfnansas Nucliar One (ANO) station and the subsequents .,

i_
'

analysis performed disclosed the possibility of degraded voltage conditions.

.- eA111H19 96 % 0 6 9 .s buses even with normal grid voltages, (ue to, ,

'; deficiencies in equipment between the grid and the Class IE buses or by,

, ' , . the starting transients experienced during certain accident events not'

,

originally considered in the sizing of these circuits.,
,

,_ ,
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B. BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITION

1. In addition to ti,e undervoltage scheme provided to detect loss of offsite

pcwer at the Class lE buses, a second level of undervoltage protection with

. tine delay should also be provided to protect the Class lE equipment; this

second level of undervoltage protection shall satisfy the following criteria:
;

a

a) The selection of undervoltage and time delay setpoints shall be

determined from an analysis of the voltage requirements of the
i

|
Class lE loads at all onsite system distribution levels;

1

1

b) Twa separate time delays shall be select'ed for the second level of
,

undervoltage protection based on the following conditions: ,

;

;

1) The first time delay should be of a duration that establishes

the existance of a sustained degraded voltage condition (i.e.,'

something longer than a motor starting transient). Following

| this delay, an alarm in the control room should alert the

operator to the degraded condition. The subsequent occurrence

of a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) should innediately

separate the Class lE distribution system from the offsite power

system.

2) The second time delay should be of a limited duration such that

the permanently connected Class 1E loads will not be damaged.
l

Following this delay, if the operator has failed to restore
'

'

,

|

adequate voltages, the Class lE distribution system should be
i

'

:

_ ___
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automatically separated from the offsite power system. Bases

and justification must be provided in support of the actual

dilay chosen.

c) The voltsge sensors shall be designed to satisfy the following

applicable requirements de'rtved fror. IEEE Std. 279-1971,

" Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating

Stations":

1) Class 1E equipment shall be utilized and shall be physically

located at and electrically connected to the Class 1E switchgear.

2) An independent scheme shall be provided for each division of

the Class 1E power system.

3) The undervoltage protection shall include coincidence logic on a

per bus basis to preclude spurious trips of the offsite power

source;

4) The voltage sensors shall automatically initiate the disconnection

of offsite power sources whenever the voltaae set point and time

delay limits, (cited in item 1.b.2 above) have been exceeded;

5) Capability for test and calibration during power operation shall be

provided.

6) Annunciation must be provided in the control room for any bypasses

incorporated in the design.

|

|
|
|

._
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d) The Technical Specifications shall include limiting conditions for

operations, surveillance requirements trip setpoints with minimum and

maximum limits, and allowable values for the second-level voltage'

protection sensors and associated time delay devices.
~

2. The Class lE bus load shedding scheme should automatically prevent

shedding during sequencing of the emergency loads to the bus. The

load shedding feature should, however, be reinstated upon completion of

the load sequencing action. The technical specifications must include

a test requirement to e monstrate the operability of the automatic

bypass and reinstatement features at least once per 18 months during

shutdown.

In the event an adequate basis can be provided for retaining the load

shed feature during the above transient conditions, the setpoint value

in the Technical Specifications for the 71rst level of undervoltage

prot 2ction (loss of offsite power) must specify a value having maximum

and minimum limits. The basis for the setpoints and limits selected

must be doctanented.

3. The voltage levels at the safety-related buses should be optimized for

the maximum and minimum load conditions that are expected throughout

the anticipated range of voltage variations of the offsite power sources

by appropriate adjustment of the voltage tap settings of the intervening

tran s fo rme..as. The tap settings selected should be based on an analysis

:

|

|

|

f
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of the voltage at the terminah of the Class 1E loads. The analyses

perfomed to determine minimum operating voltages should typically

consider maximum unit steady state and transient loads for events such

as a unit trip, loss of coolant accident, startup or shutdown; with the

offsite power supply (grid) at minimum anticipated voltage and only the

offsite source being considered available. Maximum voltages should be

analyzed with the offsite power supply (grid) at maximum expected voltage

concurrent with minimum unit loads (e.g. cold shutdown, refueling). A

separate set of the above analyses sht[uld be perfonned for c'ch available

connection to the offsite power supply.

.

4. The analytical techniques and assumptions used in the voltage analyses

cited in item 3 above must be verified by actual measurement. The

verification and test should be perfomed prior to initial full power

reactor operation on all sources of offsite power by:

a) loading the station distribution buses, including all Class 1E

buses down to the 120/208 y level, to at least 30%;

b) recording the existing grid and Class 1E bus voltages and bus loading

down to the 120/?.08 volt level at steady state conditions and

during the starting of both a large Class 1E and non-Class 1E
| motor (not concurrently); -

I

l

Note: To minimize the number of instrumented locations,

(recorders) during the motor starting transient

tests, the bus voltages and loading need only be

recorded on that string of buses which previously

showed the lowest analyzed voltages from item 3 above.

|

t

-. . - . , , , . , . -.
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c) using the analytical techniques and assumptions of the previous

voltage analyses cited in item 3 above, and the measured existing

grid voltage and bus loading conditions recorded during conduct of the

test, calculate a new set of voltages for all the Class 1E buses down

to the 120/'"2 volt levei g
.

d) compare the analytically derived voltage values against the

test results. ~

With good correlation between the analytical results and the test results,

the test verification requirement will be met. That is, the validity of

the mathematical model used in performance of the analyses of item 3 will

have been established; therefore, the validity of the results of the
analyses is also established. In general the test results should not be

more than 3% lower than the analytical results; however, the difference

between the two wher. subtracted from the voltage levels determined in

the original analyses shoula never be less than the Class 1E equipment
rated voltages,

i

|

|

.
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040.177 You have not responded to parts (b) and (c) of question 040.85.
(8.3)

Provide this information. In part (b) of Q040.85 you were asked to

show the differential relay in the diesel generator breaker trip

circuit and show how this trip is retained on receipt of a safety
,

injection signal. Provide a revised logic diagram 8.3.2.

040.178 Your response to Q040.73 is not adequate. You state in Appendix A
(8.3)

page A1.75-1 that you comply with Regulatory Guide 1.75. Regulatory

position C.1 of R.G.1.75 states that breakers that trip on receipt

of a signal other than one derived from the fault current or its
,

effects (e.g. on accident signal) are acceptable isolation devices.

Your approach of coordinating the circuit breaker (which feeds the

non-Class lE load from Class lE bus) with the upstream circuit breaker

is not in accordance with the above position and therefore not

acceptable. Acceptable alternate approaches to the above positions

would be two breakers or breaker and a fuse in series.

Describe in detail the isolation devices being used on Byron /Braidwood

Stations at all voltage levels (4.16 kv, 480 kv,120V ac,125V dc).

040.179 The response to Q040.49 included single line diagrams for the Byron and
(8.3)

Braidwood stations. Figures Q040.49-3 and Q040.49-4 do not match with

the figures 8.2-1, 8.2-2, 8.2-6 and 8.2-7 provided with the FSAR.

Correct this discrepancy and provide corrected drawings.

. - ,
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040.180 We are still waiting for your response to Q040.83. Provide your
(8.3)

response.4

040.181 IEEE-387-77 Section 5.6.2.2(1) and Regulatory Guide 1.108 position C.I.b.3
(8.3)3

i recomend that the periodic testing of diesel generator units should not

impair the capability of the unit to. supply emergency power within the,

.

! required time. The following discussion provides the
t

necessary guidelines (requirements) to meet the objective of the above referred

Industry Standard and Regulatory Guide
.

The diesel generator unit design should include an emergency override of the

test mode to permit response to bona fide emergency signals and return

control of the diesel-generator unit to the automatic control system. A,

design which does not have such a feature would necessitate operator action

| of varying levels of complexity depending on the specific design and plar.

conditions, in order to enable a diesel generator in the test mode to

! respond to a bona fide emergency signal. The concern here is the possible

consequent disabling of a D/G,due to operator's inaction or wrong action

thereby reducing the available safety margin with regard to'onsite a-c power

at a time when it is most needed.

Each diesel generator must be periodically tested at a frequency as specified

j in R.G. 1.108. This test frequency is normally once per month but could be

-. . . _ _ - . . -- .- . . - . - - . -
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Ih' duration of each test is one hour.as high as once every three days. e

During a normal successful test the diesel generator is loaded on its bus

with the governor operating in a droop mode, and the load carried by the
1

diesel engine is a function of governor speed and speed droop setting. In

order to enable a diesel generator in the test mode to respond to a bona

fide emergency signal, the design must incorporate the following features

for the stated plant conditions:

.

1. Accident Conditions

During the periodic -testing of a diesel generator, if a safety injection

signal is generated, the diesel generator breaker should be tripped

automatically. This will permit the unit to be cleared from parallel

operation with the system and enable the diesel generator to attain the

emergency standby mode. In this mode of operation, the diesel governor

control should change automatically to the isochronous mode which will

maintain the engine running at a synchronous speed corresponding to

60 Hz at the generator terminals. All noncritical protective trips

except engine overspeed and generator differential should be bypassed
~

for this accident condition. Additionally, the voltage regulator should

change to the autcmatic mode thereby maintaining the generator at a

preset constant voltage. With the above actions complete, the diesel

generator unit will be ready to accept the required load in thei

event of a loss of offsite power.

|

|
|

|

!
!

. -
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2. Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) Conditions

Normally, during periodic testing of diesel generator, the diesel
,

generator is paralleled with the offsite power system. During such a

test, should a LOOP occur, a LOOP signal would probably not be

generated because the D/G would attempt to provide power to the bus

and to the offsite system through the closed offsite power feedbreaker.

In this case, the D/G breaker will trip on overcu'rrent or underfrequency

and in some designs the D/G breaker alsa locks out for this condition.

Toassurethecontinuedavailability of the D/G unit it is essential
that the diesel generator breaker should not be locked out.for such

overload conditions. At the same time, the governor is shifted auto-
'

matically from droop to isochronous mode and the voltage regulator to
. automatic mode. With the above actions complete. the diesel generator

unit will be ready to accept its required load for LOOP conditinns.

:

3. Accident Conditions / LOOP

For simultaneous accident / LOOP condition or sequential accident and LOOP

condition, the requirements stated in items 1 and/or 2 would be adequate
, to assure the restoration of the diesel generator from the test mode to!

the emergency mode.

|

Provide a discussion how you meet the aoove stated guidelines.

I

- - - - - - - --_ - - -
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040.182 The description of the D-C Power System in the FSAR is incomplete
(8.3.2)

and should be expanded. Except for a general statement to the

effect that the batteries are sized to carry their connected loads

for the time periods shown-in table 8.3-5, there is no information

provided about the capabity of the batteries. Another area with

insufficient information is the subsection on Non-Safety-Related

125V dc Loads. Information about how the non-safety loads are

separated from the Class 1E bus is not included in the FSAR text

or drawings.

Expand the section on the D-C Power System to provide an adequate

description of the battery capacity and how the non-safety loads

are connected to and separated from the Class lE de systems.

040.183 The FSAR states in the seventh paragraph on page 8.3-6 that ESF
(8.3)

buses 141 and 241 cannot be fed from the same SAT except when one of

the two SAT's is unavailable and the removable links are manually

relocated from the transformer secondary to the bus duct crosstie.
.

If the above statement is true then there is a discrepancy with the*

| bus ties shown on drawing Q040.49-3. The bus ties between bus 141

and 241 are made by circuit breakers 1414 and 2414. There is a
' similar bus tie between buses 142 and 242 by means of circuit breakers

1424 and 2424.

These bus ties are in conflict with statements in the FSAR. Review

.the FSAR and provide a description of the bus connection that agrees

j with the drawings.

I
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h E WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

%,*****/
OCT 2 1981

Docket Nos.: STN 50-454
and STN 50-455

MEMORANDUM FOR: B. J. Youngblood, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 1
Division of Licensing

FROM: K. L. Kiper, Project Manager
Licensing Branch No. 1
Division of Licensing

SUBJECT: FORTHCOMING MEETING WITH COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY
BYRON /BRAIDWOOD

DATE & TIME: October 15, 1981, Thursday
8:30 A. M.

LOCATION: Westinghouse Offices
4901 Fairmont Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland

PURPOSE: To discuss responses to Power Systems Branch questions
(attachad as Enclosure 1) and to conduct a drawing review.

'
PARTICIPANTS: NRC

K. Kiper
N. Trehan
fl. Srinivasan
R. Giardina

CEC

T. Tramm, et al

;

./
,

'

| . 41 La .s

Kenneth L. Kiper,' Project Manager'

! Licensing Branch No. 1
Division of Licensing

i Enclosure:
As stated

.

i
1 cc w/ encl:.

' See next page

. . . . . . _ _ -- ._. .- _ .
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Mr. Louis 0. Del George
Director of Nuclear Licensing
Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

ccs:
Mr. William Kortier Mr. Edward R. Crass
Atomic Power Distribution Nuclear Safeguards and Licensing Division
Westinghouse Electric Corporation Sargent & Lundy Engineers
P. O. Box 355 55 East Monroe Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 Chicago, Illinois 60603

,

Paul M. Murphy, Esq. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region III
Isham, Lincoln & Bealc Office of Inspection and Enforcement
One First National Plaza 799 Roosevelt Road
42nd Floor Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
Chicago, Illinois 60603

Myron Cherry, Esq.*

Mrs. Phillip B. Johnson Cherry, Flynn and Kanter
1907 Stratford Lane 1 IBM Plaza, Suite 4501
Rockford, Illinois 61107 Chicago, Illinois 60611

Professor Axel Meyer
| Department of Physics -

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Resident Inspectors Office

Northern Illinois University 4448 German Church Road
DeKalb, Illinois 60115 Byron, IL 61010

C. Allen Bock, Esq.
P. O. Box 342 -

Urbanan, Illinois 61801

Thomas J. Gordon, Esq.
Waaler, Evans & Gordon
2503 S. Neil

1 Champaign, Illinois 61820

Ms. Bridget Little Rorem
Appleseed Coordinator
117 North Linden Street
Essex, Illinois 60935

Kenneth F. Levin, Esq.
Beatty, Levin, Holland,

Basofin & Sarsany
11 South LaSalle Street
Suite 2200
Chicago, Illinois 60603

s
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. , ENCLOSURE 1

POWER SYSTEMS BRANCH QUESTIONS
BYRON /BRAIDWOOD

040.162 Your response to Q040.12 on the motor operated valves requiring power
(8.1)

lockout is not complete. Subsection 8.1.10 of the FSAR does not describe

how the power to the MOVs is disconnected. Provide this information.

The acceptable method to ensure that electrically operated valves will

not by themselves, spuriously move for any operating or postulatede

plant condition is to have the motive power locked out (circuit breaker

racked out). However the electrical schematics provided show that the

power to the MOVs is disconnected on receipt of a safety injection

signal. This is not in accordance with BTP EICSB 18 PSB and, therefore,

not acceotable. Clarify this discrepancy.

040.163 The responses to Q040.8 is incomplete. Describe the procedures to be
(8.2)4

followed, when temporary jampers are installed, that will ensure removal

of jumpers after the testing procedures is completed.

! 040.164 You state in Section 8.3.1.1 that automatic transfer of each non-Class !

(8.3)
1E 6900 V or 4160 V switcngear from the UAT to SAT is provided upon a

; loss of power from the UAT or vice versa. Provide a detailed description

of the transfer schemes including test interval.

040.165 Your response to Q040.13 is not complete. You do not describe how you
(8.3)

will test the penetration primary and backup protective devices. Also,

provide the test interval.

040.166 We have not received the qualification test reports for the containment
(8.3)

electrical penetrations assemblies requested in Q040.14. Provide this

information.

. - . - . -
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040.167 The response to question 040.62 omitted the essential parts of the
(8.3)

question.

1) Provide a tabulation of each Class lE system required to bring the

plant to a safe cold shutdown.

2) Provide the cable routing locations for the power, control, and

instrumentation cables for each system. (This is best accomplished

withadrawingorasketch)

040.168 Provide a complete description of the load sequencer that is used to
(8.3)

connect the ESF loads to the emergency buses when power is being

supplied from the diesel generator after a loss of offsite power.

Also provide a description of how the load sequencer adds loads to

the emergency bus after a LOCA and offsite power is available. The

description should include details of how loads are shed and buses

are isolated. Discuss the conditions required to connect the diesel

generator to the emergency bus and how the ESF loads are connected

to the emergency bus by the load sequencer.

040.169 Concerning the emergency load sequencers which are associated with
(8.3)

the offsite and onsite power sources we require that you either

provide a separate sequencerfor offsite and onsite power (per

electrical division) or a detailed analysis to demonstrate that

there are no credible sneak circuits or common failure modes in

the sequencer design that could render both onsite and offsite
,
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'

power sources unavailable. In addition provide information concerning

the reliability of your sequencer and reference design detafled drawings.
,

|

~

040.170 The response to 040.70 attempts to justify sharing of the de systems
(8.3)

of Units 1 and 2, which is not permitted by Regulatory Guide 1.81,

with the statement, "The " provision of the interconnection of the power
,

supplies increases the overall reliabi'.ity of the de system since

power could be obtained from the non-redundant de bus of the other

unit if necessary." As noted in the FSAR, administrative controls

are the only restrictions provided to prevent the interconnection of

,dc bus 111 (112) of Unit 1 to dc bus 211 (212) of Unit 2.'

.

The staff believes that any design having interconnections between

Class lE batteries in a multi unit plant will affect the reliability
,

and availability of DC power to both units. Therefore, the applicant

is required to meet the staff position,1.e., "DC Systems in multi unit

nuclear power plants should not be shared" as per R.G. 1.81 position

C.l.

'

$

!

t

w e - - v
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040.171 The response to question 040.65 refers to Mr. H. K. Stolt's letter of*

(8.3.1),

December 7,1976 which argues against identification of cables by-

marking every five feet which was a proposed modification for IEEE

Standard 384-1974. Stolt argues that (1) there is no technical or

safety related basis for requiring the cable to be marked in the

fashion described, (2) marking the cable does not justify the costs,

and (3) coloring the cable jacket could degrade the quality of the
' cable. -

Stolt mentions the negative aspects of cable identification without

offering any alternative method of cable marking to facilitate visual,

verification that the cable installation is in conformance with

separation criteria.
,

The FSAR proposes to identify cables with a unique number of color-

coded tags at each terminating point inside electrical equipment and

in all intervening manholes, cable rooms, pull boxes, etc. This

system of identification will leave many thousand feet of unmarked

black-jacketed safety related cable installed in cable trays throughout

the plants, and it will be extremely difficult to verify that: adequate

separation is maintained 5etween redundant discussed cables.i

!

The proposed method of cable identificationis not an acceptable

! alternative to the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.75. The applicant.

should review his proposed means of cable identification and submit a

j method of cable marking that will aid ready visual verification that the

; cable installation is in conformance with separation criteria.

- - - ___ _ _ --
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040.172 In the response to Q040.93, paragraph 2 states that surveillance
(8.3.1 )

testing meets requirements of applicable NRP guides. However, the

testing procedures specified for the diesel generator in the Technical

Specification subparagraph 4.8.1.1.2.c are not in agreement with the
,

requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.108 positions C.2.a.1, C.2.a.2,

C.2.a.3, C.2.a.4, C.2.a.5, and C.2.a.6. Correct the tech apecs to

confonn to the above.

040.173 The response to Q040.69 is incomplete. Provide the ampere-hour rating
(8.3.2)

of each 125V dc battery and the KVA output rating of the battery

charger.

.

040.174 The FSAR does not provide the time interval for the diesel generator
(8.3)

to attain rated valtage and frequency, and ready to accept load. Provide

this information. Also describe the conditions which will initiate

automatic starting of the onsite diesel generators.

.

040.175 Your response to Q040.6 reflects a misunderstanding of the question.a

i (3.3)
The purpose of the Q040.6 was to require that one alarm be provided

to explicitly indicate conditions such that a diesel generator is

incapable of responding to an automatic emergency start signal. As

outlined, you should separate the alarms so that there is a dedicated
i
' alarm for the conditions that render a diesel incapable of responding

to an automatic start signal. Some of the examples are as follows:
|

a) Diesel generator breaker feeding to the ESF bus is racked out.'

.

-
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b) Diesel generator is started locally for test or maintenance and

the operator forgets to return the control to the control room

afterthe activity is canpleted.

.

c) Failure of DC control power supply to the diesel generator breaker.

d) Failure of the control power supply to the start air train circuits.

e) After testing the diesel generator, the operator forgets to reset

the exciter pushbutton.

You may have more than the conditions as mentioned above which would

render a diesel genertor incapable of responding to an automatic

energency start signal.

We require that you provide a list of all these conditions and that

your design comply with Regulatory Guide 1.47 " Bypassed and Inoperable

Status Indication f or Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems."

!

040.176 Your response to Q040.5 is not sufficient to allow a fully independent
(8.3) review of this aspect of your design. We require that the adequacy

of station electric distribution system voltages should meet the

following criteria.
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A. BACKGROUND

'
Events at the Millstone station have shown that adverse effects on the

Class 1E loads can be caused by sustained low grid voltage conditjons

when the Class 1E buses are connected to offsite power. These low voltage

conditions will not be detected by the loss of voltage relays (loss of off-

site power) whose low voltage pickup setting is generally in the range of
,

.7 per unit voltage or less.
.

The above events also demonstrated that improper voltage protection logic

can itself cause adverse effects on the Class 1E systems and equipment

such as spurious load shedding of Class lE loads from the standby diesel

generators and spurious separation of Class lE sy>cems from offsite power

due to normal motor starting transients.

A more recent event at Arkansas Nucle'ar One (ANO) station and the subsequent

analysis performed disclosed the possibility of degraded voltage conditions

existing on the Class lE buses even with normal grid voltages, due to

deficiencies in equipment between the grid and the Class lE buses or by

the starting transients experienced ouring certain accident events not

originally considered in the sizing of these circuits.

T
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B. BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITION

1. In addition to the undervoltage scheme provided to detect loss of offsite

power w the Class lE buses, a second level of undervoltage protection with

time delay should also be provided to protect the Class lE equipment; this
#second level of undervoltage protection shall satisfy the following criteria:

a) The selin; ion of undervoltage and time delay setpoints shall be

determined from an analysis of the voltage requirements of the

Class lE loads at all onsite system distribution levels;

b) Two separate time delays shall be select' d for the second level ofe

undervoltage protection based on the following conditions: ,

1) The first time delay should be of a duration thar. establishes

the existance of a sustained degraded voltage condition (i.e.,

something longer than a motor starting transient). Following

this delay, an alann in the control room should alert the

' operator to the degraded condition. The subsequent occurrence

of a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) should insnediately

separate the Class lE distribution system from the offsite power

system.

2) The second time delay should be of a limited duration such that
,

the pennanently connected Class lE loads will not be damaged.
' Following this delay, if the operator has failed to restore

adequate voltages, the Class lE distribution system should be

,

1
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|
automatically separated from the offsite power system. Bases '

and justification must be provided in support of the actual
i

delay chosen.

c) The voltage sensors shall be designed to satisfy the following
~

applicable requirements derived from IEEE Std. 279-1971,

" Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating

Stations":

1) Class 1E equipment shall be utilized and shall be physically

located at and electrically connected to the Class 1E switchgear.

2) An independent scheme shall be provided for each division of

the Class IE power system.

3) The undervoltage protection shall include coincidence logic on a

per bus basis to preclude spurious trips of the offsite power

source;

4) The voltage sensors shall automatically initiate the disconnection

of offsite power sources whenever the voltage set point and time

delay limits, (cited in item 1.b.2 above) have been exceeded;

5) Capability for test and calibration during power operation shall be

provided. ~

6) Annunciation must be provided in the control room for anv bypasses

incorporated in the design.

--
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d) The Technical Specifications shall include limiting conditions for

operstions, surveillance requirements, trip setpoints with minimum and

maximum limits, and allowable values for the second-level voltage

protection sensors and associated time delay ' devices.

2. The Class 1E bus load shedding scheme should automatically prevent

shedding curing sequencing of the emergency loads to the bus. The

load shedding feature should, however, be reinstated upon completion of

the load sequencing action. The technical specifications must include

a test requirement to demonstrate the operability of the automatic

bypass and reinstatement features at least once per 18 months during

shutdown.

In the even', an adequate basis can be provided for retaining the load

shed feature during the above transient conditions, the setpoint valua

in the Technical Specifications for the first level of undervoltage

protection (loss of offsite power) must specify a value having maximum '

and minimum limits. The basis for the setpoints and limits selected

must be documented.

3. The voltage levels at the safety-related buses should be optimized for
~

the maximum and minimum load conditions that are expected throughout

the anticipated range of voltage variations of the offsite power sources

by appropriate adjustment of the voltage tap settings of the intervening

transfonners. The tap settings selected should be based on an analysis
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of the voltage at the temin11s of the Class lE loads. The analyses

performed to detemine minimum operating voltages should typically

consider maximum unit steady state and transient loads vor events such

as a unit trip, loss of coolant accident, startup or shutdown; with the

offsite power supply (grid) at minimum anticipated voltage and only the

offsite source being considered available. Maximum voltages snould be

analyzed with the offsite power supply (grid) at maximum expected voltage

concurrent with minimum unit loads (e.g. cold shutdown, refueling). A

separate set of the above analyses should be performed for each available

connection to the offsite power supply.

.

4. The analytical techniques and assumptions used in the voltage analyses

cited in item 3 above must be verified by actual measurement. The

verification and test should he performed prior to initiai full power

reactor operation on all sources of offsite power by:

a) loading the station distribution buses, including all Class lE

buses down to the 120/208 y level, to at least 30%;

b) recording the existing grid and Class IE bus voltages ar.d bus loading

down to the 120/208 volt level at steady state conditions and

during the starting of both a large Class lE and non-Class lE
.

motor (not concurrently); -
,

|

Note:
lo minimize the number of instrumented locations.

(recorders) during the motor starting transient

tests, the bus voltages and loading need only be

recorded on that string of buses which previously

showed the lowest analyzed voltages from item 3 above.
;

.
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c) using the analytical techniques and assumptions of the previous

voltage analyses cited in item 3 above, and the measured existing

grid voltage and bus loading conditions recorded during conduct of the

test, calculate a new set of voltages for all the Class 1E buses down

to the 120/*'M volt levelg

d) compare the analytically derived voltage values against the
test results.

With good correlation between the analytical results and the test results,

the test verification requirement will be met. That is, the validity of

the mathematical model used in performance of the analyses of item 3 will

have been established; therefore, the validity of the results of the
analyses is also established. In general the test results should not be

more than 3% lower than the analytical results; however, the difference

between the two when subtracted from the voltage levels determined in

the original analyses should never be less than the Class lE equipment
rated voltages.

|
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040.177 You have not responded to parts (b) and (c) of question 040.85.
(8.3)

Provide this information. In part (b) of Q040.85 you were asked to

show the differential relay in the diesel generator bFeaker trip

circuit ano show how this trip is retained on receipt of a safety

injection signal. Provide a revised logic diagram 8.3.2. ~

.

- ,8

m.~
040.178 Your response to Q040.73 is not adequate. You state in Appendix A m

(8.3) b

page A1.75-1 that you comply with Regulatory Guide 1.75. Regulatory /

position C.1 of R.G.1.75 states that breakers that trip on receipt ~
'

''

'.of a signal other than one derived from the fault current or its
,

J

effects (e.g. on accident signal) are acceptable isolation devices. ~ <

'

Your approach of coordinating the circuit breaker (which feeds the

non-Class lE load from Class lE bus) with the upstream circuit breaker

is not in accordance with the above position and therefore not '

,%

acceptable. Acceptable alternate approaches to the above positions

would be two breakers or breaker and a fuse in se-ies. , . .

- .,

Describe in detail the isolation devices being used on Byron /Braidwood m

Stations at all voltage levels (4.16 kv, 480 kv,120V ac,125V dc).
~

,

i' s:
I

'\ ' .
'

'' c ,
040.179 The response to Q040.49 included single line diagrams for the Byron and,

(8.3)
"

Braidwood stations. Figures Q040.49-3 and Q040.49-4 do not mctch with ' a[
a ~

the figures 8.2-1, 8.2-2, 8.2-6 and 8.2 7 provided with the FSAR. s -

\
Correct this discrepancy and provide corrected drawings.

-
" h
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040.180 We are still waiting for your response to Q040.83. Provide your
(8.3), s,.

response.s

s ., - , , ,
k A ,\ .

*

040 lal; IEEE-387-77 Section 5.6.2.2(1) and Regulatory Guide 1.108 position C.l.b.3'

s (3.3)'
.. 3

], recomend that the periodic testing of diesel generator units should not
i , -,,

s+ '

7;ppair the capability of the enit .to, supply emergency power within the,

'

requfred ? The following "di'spuJ3 ion provides the''N '

necessary guidelines (requirements) to meet the objective of the above referred

Industry Standard and Regulatory Guide.
.

.
A J
3x'. The diesel generator unit design should include an emergency override of the. - >

,

-y
"5 test mode to perait response to bona fide emergency signals and returnww s

% (' control of the diesel-geht.*ator, unit to the automatic control system.N A
-

^
x ,

'

design which does not hge ' udi a feature would necessitate operator action
4 - s

,
- o afaarying levels of complexity depending on the specific design and plant

conditions, in order to enable'a diesel generator in the test mode to
s m<

responddo a , bona' fide $mergency signal. The concern here is the possiblexi
'x

'

consequent disabling ofi a D/G,due to operator's inaction or wrong action

' thereby rchucing the available safety margin with regard to onsite 1-c power~~

3
3y q t

'
at a . time when it is most needed. '

s
, - . x-;m ,s

. (
Nn ~

~

- ,p,1 ' h 7 ,
V ,

Tach diesel gene'rator must be periodically tested at a frequency as specifiedE'

% in R.G. 1.108. This test' frequency is norrelly once per month but could be
s s

"
%,.,

, 3,

| \ ' [ r, , '

|
*

'

I ^ g
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as high as once every three days. he duration of each test is one hour.
#

During a normal successful test the diesel generator is loaded on its bus

with the governor operating in a droop mode, and the load carried by thes.

i# iesel engine is a function of gove nor speed and speed droop setting. Inr
:,O ' . -

order to enable a diesel generator in the test mode to respond to a bonay .
.

.< -

' ,' , fide emergrincyg.[gnal, th2 design must incorporate the fallowing features

Q for the stated;,rlant' conditions:
~

. .. , ., -

. . } , o. -[
'

1. Adctdent tenditions,e-

''

- During the periodic testing of a diesel generator, if a safety injection
#

_/

signal is genera,ted, the diesel generator breaker should be tripped
. -, i

automatically.:;This will permit the unit to be cleared from parallel,

operation with the system and ena* le the diesel generator to attain thea.

.
;, , ,

emer:;9pcy standby m de. In this rede of operation, the diesel governor
-

,cc3 ro.1 shculd change automatically to the isochronous mode which willt

maintain ~ the engine runnirg at a synchronous speed corresponding to

60fzatthegeneratorterminals. All noncritical protective trips

p except engine overspeed and generator differential should be bypassed
,' , for this accident conditian. Additionally, the voltage regulator should

*er
'*

change to the automatic mode thereby naintaining the generator al. a,

preset constant voltage. With the above actions complete, the diesel
.9

generator unit will be ready to accept the rc;uired load in the
i,,r ,

/ event of a loss of offsite pow
,

|

J|

/, ,

f. - *
p

* <
,

'"

ej

f ,

;' 1-
'

.

, ,

9 - * * * . T's Wf 1 a 9 w e_m- - 4 -
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2. Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) Conditions

Normally, during periodic testing of diesel generator, the diesel
,

9enerator is paralleled with the offsite power system. During such a

test, should a LOOP occur, a LOOP signal woald probably not be

generated because the D/G would attempt to provide power to the bus

and to the offsite system through the closed offsite power feedbreaker.

In this case, the D/G breaker will trip on overcu#rrent or underfrequency
'

and in some designs tha D/G breaker also locks out for this condition.

To assure the cont'inr:d availability of the D/G unit it is essential
that the diesel generator breaner should not be locked out.for such

overload conditions. At tha same time, the governor is shifted auto-
~

matically from droop to isochronous mode and the voltage regulator to

automatic mode. With the above actions complete. the diesel generator

unit will be ready to accept its required load for LOOP conditinns.

3. Accident Conditions / LOOP
,

, For simultaneous accident / LOOP condition or sequential accident and LOOP
l

condition, the requirements stated in items 1 and/or 2 would be adequate
i to assure the restoration of the diesel generator from the test mode to

the emergency mode.

Provide a discussion how you meet the above stated guidelines.

|

t

i
. _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
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040.182 The description of the D-C Power System in the FSAR is incomplete
(8.3.2)

and should be expanded. Except for a general statement to the

effect that the batteries are sized to carry their connected loads

for the time periods shown in table 8.3-5, there is no information

provided about the capabity of the batteries. Another area with

insufficient information is the subsection on Non-3afety-Related

125V de Loads. Information about how the non-safety loads are

separated from the Class lE bus is not included in the FSAR text

or drawings.

Expand the section on the D-C Power System to provide an adequate

description of the battery capacity and how the non-safety loads

are connected to and separated from the Class lE dc systems.

040.183 The FSAR states in tne seventh paragraph on page 8.3-6 that ESF
(8.3)

buses 141 and 241 cannot be fed from the same SAT except when one of

the two SAT's is unavailable and the removable links are manually

relocated from the transformer secondary to the bus duct crosstie.

If the above statement is true then there is a discrepancy with the

bus ties shown on drawing Q040.49-3. The bus ties between bus 141

and 241 are made by circuit breakers 1414 and 2414. There is a

similar bus tie between buses 142 and 242 by means of circuit breakers

| 1424 and 2424.
|
|

| These bus ties are in corflict with statements in the FSAR. Review
|

the FSAR and provide a description of the bus connection that agrees!

| with the drawit gs.
|

,. - _
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